
Rt, 12, Frederick 	. 21701 
S/20/75 

Mee Allard Lowenstein 
efo Governor Brown 
Sacramento, Calif. 

Dear Al, 

If you want me to be able to oethisinicate with you more rapidly please 
tell ma aka how. 

Most of my HA tiles were in dead storage. I've located them and will bane MY 
friend going through them for what may be of help to yea. One of these may appear 
to be of value to me because I an not as close to that case. It may not be new or 
meaningful. On the chance it is I'll describe it and will send a copy as soon as 
we can locate it. It is a wire-service comment by the BA that I mew never saw in 
print. As I understood it he traced the fatal shot to the Sirhan gun with tememmemx 
a non-fatal rather than a fatal Abet. Petting this another way, in that inteiview 
his proof that Sirhan flowed the fatal shot was that he had fired a nonefetal shot 
but not the fatal. one. This is my recollection and I can be wrong. However, as soon 
as it is possible I'll' send you the copy and you can decide it iA of use. 

On the more important item I mentioned to you I have a copy of what Was my 
original but have not had time to look for the original. In placers this copy is 
not clear. However, I have drafted what I plan to use from this in the addition 
to the book, relating it to parallel, evidonoe in the two other canoe. 

I told you my means of peblishing are selling rights and going into debt further. 
In this case the publication with which I ma dealing asked for this so toiler I'a 
sending then the copy. If they go for it it can seem that I'll not have to go into 
debt, so it is important, very important to me. On their side it will require en 
exclusive. But if they go for it the time leg will, be Mort. 

keep nue posted. 

Phil sent me several xeroxee dealing with spectres and NAAs as I'd asked him 
to get for you and for me. I have not had time to read them and 4on't until we file 
the appeal. If they are helpful to you I can send you other similar stuff. It is not 
precisely what I wanted us to have and I will continue efforts to get that once 
classes get organised at 4%tyland. I'll ask Flog to find a student in the right 
school to try from the texts in that library. 	Phil seems to have left in 
a hurry. 

If you want NOM on Bolin, please call me. I've though of more and can refer 
you to sources. Iou can have xeroxes of some of his personal dishonesties I think 
most people would find rather serious in a lawyer and in his rogeating them in his 
book after he knew he was being dishineet. 

Hope things go well. 

Sincerely, 

JlaI hope Phil's hasty departure had 
nothing to do with ripping this off. 
Floyd dropped a little too much on it. 
Mil didn't have money for lunch Saturday 
but suddenly was able to fly not back to 
Notre Dame but to California. However, I do 
have interest in it and ripping it off can be q 

Aarold Weisberg 

uite costly to me. 


